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Dragons are awesome. They are the
mightiest and most beautiful creatures in the
world, at least in their own mind. There’s no
doubt, however, that dragons can take on
whole armies, and are able to surpass any
mortals in philosophy and plotting alike.
In Here Be Dragons (HBD), you play a
dragon across ages, to see what she
becomes, and what becomes of the world
because of her.

The Origin Myth
This is the Origin Myth, the story of your
Mother:
In the First Age, in the middle of the world,
Sraghadaxos Dragon-Mother was the
mightiest among the gods. While the other
gods created their weak races to populate
the earth, the Dragon-Mother hatched the
dragons, the greatest creatures under the
sun. Other gods, the young ones who had
only recently seen to creation of mortal
peoples, became jealous and fearful of the
Dragon-Mother’s power. They attacked and
managed to wound her and drive her into
torpor, making her body into the mountain
ranges that became to cross the lands.
However, she had anticipated this, so she
sent her children to the four corners of the
earth. There they sleep until the gods are
weakened and the dragons can wake and
take their place as the highest of all
creatures again.
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You are one of the Children of Sraghadaxos
Dragon-Mother, waking up in Third Age
with an endless hunger in the lands filled
with lesser beings. Humans, the Usurper
Gods’ compromise on a race that is not any
god’s own, have taken over. The dragons are
few and they are weak from the long
slumber, but in time their power grows
unsurpassed. In time, they might become
great enough to challenge the Usurper Gods,
and to bring about the perfect world, as the
Dragon-Mother meant it to be.

What is this game like?
Here Be Dragons - The Rise of the Children
of Sraghadaxos Dragon-Mother (or HBD
for short) is a light storytelling/role-playing
game about how the dragons change the
world. That is, the players talk, and some
parts of that establish a fictional world,
which the whole game is about. From here
on, ‘world’ will refer to the fictional world
created by the players.
The game is not intended for competitive,
immersive, optimizing, or plot-oriented
play, but rather for easy, light, feelgood
sandbox play and co-creation of entertaining
fiction.
The main rule is that everything should
aim for playing cool dragons and finding
out what will be the dragon’s effect on the
world. The rules have been devised to
provide structure for the narrative and to
facilitate the process of shared narrative,
and they have been tested to work at least
for some people. If they don’t work for you,
change them, but only after you have tried
them. And I’d be happy to hear what
worked and what did not. Give feedback at
HereBeDragonsRPG.blogspot.com!

Have fun, but be careful that your fun
doesn’t blocking other peoples’ fun.
Sometimes your jokes are not as fun to
others as they are to you. People don’t
easily call you out on it, so it’s your
responsibility to pay attention and make
effort to remedy the situation if others do
not seem to be having as much fun as you
are.

Job of the DP: Narrate what the dragon
does, says, and thinks, like a dragon would.
Go overboard. Make it interesting for the
others. Don’t be careful; trust that the others
will help you make it awesome even if you
do something you haven’t entirely thought
through. Don’t be greedy; dragons hoard,
but if the players maximize, the game
suffers.

What you need for the game

Job of the Narrator: Narrate a hook
that gets the dragon invested in your scene.
Lead the narrative and keep the scene in
good form. Improvise as much as possible;
use the base idea but don’t plan further. Ask
SPs for details and give them NPCs to play use leading questions and concrete
instructions to direct their play toward your
idea, but let the DP decide what’s cool. Set
up and narrate a conflict, if possible, to give
the DP an interesting choice or opportunity.
Give the DP every chance to shine.

Two to four players. In addition to this book
and the character booklet, you need pencils,
eraser, pieces of paper for the maps (one per
player per session), and dice. Ideally, you
need at most eight d4’s, d6’s, d8’s, and
d10’s, although you’ll probably do fine with
one or two of those dice packs that have
dice from d4 to d20, sold in most rpg/hobby
stores, and some duplicates for the most
common dice, d6’s and d8’s.

Roles and game structure
During the game, you will alternate roles.
The game is played in turns, and in each
turn, one player is the dragon
player (DP), one player is the narrator,
and the rest are supporting players (SP). The
DP is chosen in order - everyone gets their
turn to play their dragon in their own corner
of the world, with all the attention focused
to make that dragon awesome and that
corner interesting. The narrator is chosen by
the DP - in the beginning of each turn, all
other players suggest a scene, and the
DP picks one, making the one who
suggested it the narrator. (If you are
inexperienced in equally shared storytelling
that is led by nobody, you might want to
check the “Director” alternative rules from
the end of this book.)

Jobs of the SPs: Provide input - ideas,
details, descriptions - and play NPCs when
asked. Give ideas when not asked, but drop
it if they are not embraced. Focus on the
current turn’s dragon and her world. Find
opportunities to add detail and make the
world living, so that others are motivated to
use those details in future. Find
opportunities to make connections between
different scenes, and to other dragons’
corners, if it fits the narrative. Scout for
interesting, cool details in others’ narrative
that are material for future stories.
When the rules or interpretations have to be
arbitrated, the DP’s view wins if either the
narrator or (all) the SP(s) agree. Otherwise,
the narrator’s view wins.
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A turn proceeds from the scene suggestions
to the scene itself, in which there is
generally the hook, the setup, the conflict,
and the epilogue. After the scene the
mechanical effects are sorted out, and the
turn moves to the next player.
One session of HBD takes about three to
five hours of focused play. This version of
the game is designed to work for a one-shot
or up to four sessions.

Archetypes
Each dragon follows one of the
archetypes, a stereotypical ways of
dragon-y behavior from popular culture.
Archetype determines broadly what kind of
change the dragon is going to make, on
what kind of things the narrative is focused,
and
many
archetype-specific
game
mechanics. The dominion represents the
dragon’s archetype-specific influence on the
world. The basic archetypes and their
dominions are the following:

The Beast focuses on being the most
powerful alpha of the wilds, and on the
inevitable clash with the civilization. The
Beast’s dominion is her territory, the
animals and wildlands she claims. All
dragons are territorial and may care a great
deal that nobody sets their foot near their
lair without their consent, but for the Beast
the nature and the land itself bends to her
will.
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The Ruler founds and rules an empire,
focusing the game on how to maintain,
grow, and hold together a state headed by an
inhuman godling. The Ruler’s dominion is
straightforward: the empire she rules. Other
dragons might directly rule mortals as well,
but the Ruler has unique talent to help,
change, judge, and punish her own people
so that they might become as great an
empire as their ruler wills.

The Trickster prefers indirect action,
focusing the game on how to manipulate
people and creatures, and on the myths she
creates. For the Trickster, the lies and stories
she tells are her dominion. While any
dragon may lie or tell stories, the Trickster’s
words carry a special power that sway
NPCs’ hearts and minds, that create
elaborate plots to control empires, religions,
ideologies, or customs, or that may create
myths that actually become real.

The Sage knows the world better than
others, focusing the game on accumulating
and using knowledge of both mortal and the
arcane. The dominion of the Sage is her
wisdom - the knowledge that lets her see
how things are or are not, and to some
extent how they will be, and how she uses it
to create ideas that spread over the world
and change it. Any dragon can see keener
than a mortal and spread ideas, but the
wisdom of the Sage is mystic in nature, and
makes anyone listen her words with great
care - not to mention the control over the
magical it gives directly.

Key concepts
Dominion. The dragon’s archetypespecific influence on the world, covering
those trophies that fit in the dragon’s
archetypal dominion description. The DP
has a larger narrative power over dominion
than rest of the world.
Canon. Previously established narrative
about the fictional world.
Map and the Corner of the world. A
map is drawn during the game, depicting
relevant locations and events. Each dragon
has their own corner of the world - their
own map that is part of the whole world
map.
Mortals and legendary creatures or
heroes are terms referring to different
types of creatures in the fiction. The
common creatures belonging to species
more numerous than a handful are called
mortals. Great beasts, vampires, magical
spirits or elementals, or other unique
creatures or people are called legendary
creatures/heroes.
Wish list and story seeds. Game tools
to help inventing interesting narrative. All
players have their own wish list on the last
page of the character booklet to be kept
visible during play. It consists of explicit
wishes the DP wants to have scenes about.
The story seeds is a list of ideas in the
character booklet about what, to whom,
where, and how could happen, used as a
help for suggesting scenes or writing
wishes. Pick a random story element you
like and see if it would be interesting if it
was combined with some story seeds.

NPC, a non-player character, and PC, a
player character. NPC describes any
character or group other than the PC, which
is usually the dragon, but can also be a
minion. NPC and PC are fictional elements,
parts of the fictional world, while the DP
and SP refer to the real-world players
playing this game
Conflict. The situation in the narrative
where the dragon wants something and there
is a dramatically important NPC preventing
her from having it. The narrator decides
when a conflict is in order. Scenes often
have only one conflict, which is the climax
of the scene. The attempt is resolved with
die rolls between the DP and the other
player(s) controlling the NPCs. Conflict
mechanics:
Approaches. How the dragon approaches
the NPC in conflict. The basic approaches
are Convince, Threaten, Attack, and
Destroy, but different abilities may also
allow others beside these. The dragon can
change the approach once during the
conflict to get a new roll.
Vigor and Menu. Vigor represents the
dragon’s hunger: more vigor means less
hunger. It is a resource to be used for
creating advantages. It is regained when the
dragon eats something (written on Menu) or
hoards some treasure (written down as a
trophy).
Advantages and disadvantages.
Facts about the fictional world that help or
hinder the dragon, temporarily created from
just about anything in the narrative by
spending vigor, or from trophies or abilities
freely. Used to justify rerolls and raises.
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Trophies. Stuff brought to the lair
(written under Lair), stuff the dragon
controls elsewhere (Elsewhere), abstract
stuff (Abstract), Magic, and the minions.
Stuff that the dragon has tied to herself so
she can benefit from them. Whereas
advantages are created on the spot, trophies
are more permanent elements in the game
that allow creating advantages without the
need to spend vigor. Gained from conflicts.
Major and minor trophies are
distinguished by their fictional importance the minor ones last only for the current age,
and the major ones are permanent,
guaranteed to last to the next ages.

Minions. People and things directly under
the dragon’s power. Can be played
independently of the dragon to advance the
dragon’s agenda. Minions are gained from
abilities, or when a relevant NPC agrees to
serve the dragon. Minions are also trophies,
but when they are used as a PC, they
normally cannot be used for creating
advantages.

Rerolls and raises. Represent the
dragon’s capability to continue a conflict
that should have been already finished, and
increase power in certain situations. Help
the dragon win conflicts. Raises increase the
DP’s die size (or sometimes decrease the
opponent’s die size), therefore raising odds
to get better results from rolls. Rerolls allow
you to roll again using the same (“trying
again harder” in the conflict steps) or a
different approach (“trying a different
approach”) . Rerolls and raises need to be
justified by advantages.

Legacy determinants. The different
mechanics that determine how the world
changes during the dragon’s Long Sleep.
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Goals. Narrative conditions, which, when
fulfilled, allow getting of new abilities.
Abilities.
Provide
archetype-specific
fictional benefits with mechanical benefits
in conflicts.

Long Sleep. Between play sessions, the
dragon goes to sleep, and decades,
centuries, or even millennia may pass.
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“Be a fan of the players’ characters.”
- Vincent Baker
The narrative is narrated from the point
of view of the dragon herself, and
therefore the dragon is always narrated as a
superior being. The DP should feel safe to
play the dragon, with all the dragon’s
natural personality flaws and quirks,
without the fear that the narrative does not
support the dragon’s might. To elaborate
further, while the NPCs are often against
the dragon, the narrative - and the
players narrating it - are always on the
dragon’s side.
DP, play along with the narrator’s idea of
the scene. Others, play along with the DP’s
idea of the dragon. Never narrate something
that
makes
the
dragon’s
actions
meaningless. The players have the power to
lead the dragon to a (metaphorical or actual)
trap, but this should ever happen only on the
DP’s initiative.
Be direct in narration: instead of letting
other players interpret what the description
should mean, tell them. This is opposite of
the popular writer’s advice “show, don’t
tell” - but roleplaying is not a novel; you’ll
want everyone to be on the same page of
what a thing in the shared narrative
represents, so that all of your responses to
each other are based on the same
understanding of what’s happening in the
fiction.

Guidelines for narrative
The dragons in HBD have wings, they can
use their forelegs as hands, they breathe
fire, understand and speak any mortal
language including those of animals, they
can eat almost any creature, and they live in
lairs that they like to decorate and fill with
things they value. Dragons are practically
immortal - if they are somehow briefly
defeated by a Dragon Slayer, they simply go
to sleep and wake up to take on the world at
a later age.
The world is a fantasy world freely defined
by the players. The only assumptions about
the world are that there are different
intelligent peoples (generically humans,
elves, orcs etc., but not necessarily exactly
these), great monsters, and magic. The rest
is in your power to invent: you can just go
with anything that seems to fit, as long as it
does not break the canon. The one rule with
the world is that the dragons must be at the
top of the power scale.

Follow the canon, i.e., the facts that have
already been established. However, when
you find out that a fact just narrated resulting from the mechanics or not - is
actually conflicting with the canon, rather
than retracting it, try to explain a
discrepancy within the canon. Why would
this newly narrated thing be like this, if we
know from what has been narrated before
that something else would be expected? If
you can’t, only then should it be retracted.
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How new NPCs should typically react to a
dragon depends on their dramatical
importance:

reasons. Many of the Trickster’s minions
don’t even know that they are under her
power, and therefore might not have any
opinion of the dragon at all, depending of
the lies and stories they happen to believe.

- Mortals with no name (and no importance
as individuals) are awed, terrified, humble,
or so on, depending on what kind of dragon
they are encountering. Even if they have
never heard of dragons, the experience is
thoroughly shocking.

The instruction “play along” works best
here as well: try to follow what the DP is
going for - and if you seriously don’t know,
ask instead of trying to guess and
potentially get it wrong.

- Mortals with a name (having some major
part in the scene) may encounter the dragon
and keep their cool to some extent even
when contradicting her. While the higherstatus NPCs probably try more to act
according to their status, the dramatical
importance is the real determinant of their
immunity to dragon’s awesomeness: the
more important the NPC is, the more leeway
they may have when interacting with a
dragon.
- Legendary creatures and heroes can act in
any way. They may still be wary and polite,
because dragons are certainly dangerous to
them, but they are several pegs above
mortals as well, and might even consider a
dragon their equal (or lesser! what gall!).
- Of course, if an NPC has personal
previous experience of the dragon, or has
heard rumors witnessed encounters, that
experience should be the baseline for the
NPCs
attitude.
NPCs
named
in
disadvantages likely have a more defiant
than dependent attitude.
The exception to these guidelines about how
NPCs react to a dragon is the Trickster, who
may control her reputation or even keep
herself totally unknown for her own
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If you notice that another player’s narrative
is blatantly contradicting this guideline, ask
whether there is something special in that
NPC (“yes” is a sufficient answer, no need
to spoil it), or if the NPC should behave
differently.

There are no specific mechanics for
populations: they live, grow, die off, move,
interact with other NPCs, and so on, as
narrated. If the narrator wishes to wipe out
populations under an invasion of horsepeople hordes, or make one population grow
into a golden age and conquering the
neighboring lands, that’s completely fine.
However, when populations become
trophies - e.g., when they are subjugated,
annexed, or otherwise come under the
dragon’s power - they are under the same
narrative restrictions as any trophies.
A trophy may be changed to some extent as
a part of the scene, without the consent of
the DP, as long as the general status of the
trophy (what kind of trophy it is, whether it
is minor or major, or permanent or not) does
not change. This may make this specific
trophy unusable for the duration of the
scene, but unless the scene specifically
plays so that it is permanently changed, the

trophy should be back in action for the next
scene. This is normally done to motivate the
scene (e.g., a plague kills half the people of
a population, the disciple has gone lost what will the dragon do?), and must not be
used just to remove a trophy without any
narrative meaning.
Any trophies can also be threatened to be
destroyed or changed completely, as a part
of the scene, as long as the DP has an
explicit chance to intervene before it
happens. If the DP knowingly ignores an
issue that might destroy or change a trophy,
it is ok to narrate it to occur. If the DP
intervenes, the fate of the trophy depends on
the conflict (unless the situation is resolved
just by the dragon appearing - hopefully to
initiate a conflict about something more
interesting).
During one age, a population, like any
trophy, may change to better through
narrative if the DP does not wish to forbid it
(perhaps because the change also brings
some problems the DP does not want).
When the age changes, the trophies change
as their status as minor or major trophies
determines. See Pg.18 Trophies / Minor and
major trophies, permanence.
The dominion as a whole is exception to
these rules; see below.

Although the narrator and the SPs normally
can liberally invent the facts about NPCs,
including those who are trophies and part of
the dominion, the dominion as a whole and
what it stands for cannot be reinterpreted by
others than the DP, even when the change
would be considered a small one (as the rule
about populations, above, states). For

example, while the player of a dragon with
Ruler archetype cannot decide what kind of
person her governor of the conquered city is
or what is his attitude towards the dragon,
the DP can overrule a narrative where the
governor has converted the dominion (or a
significant part of it) to a foreign religion.
Or for the Sage or Trickster, while
individual NPCs can one by one be
convinced by others to not believe the
dragon, the narrator or SP cannot narrate
that without a chance to intervene all the
dominion is suddenly against the dragon.

Many abilities establish new facts when
they are picked, for example creating
minion NPCs for the dragon, or changing
the environment. Often this is only hinted at
with the name of the ability and/or the
ability
description,
without
explicit
guidelines. Go with what seems right for the
little information you have, and when
unclear, ask the dragon player how the
ability they picked should be interpreted.

Any point of the game, any player can write
entries on their wish list. The point of this is
flagging interesting elements in the game so
that the other players would know to
suggest scenes about them.
An entry in wish list can be an element
(e.g., the hermit of Shiwoyama), an event (a
revolution), or a ready idea for a scene (the
hermit of Shiwoyama uses her power to slay
the magistrate and instigates a revolution),
however you like. Do not be too specific
though - there is little sense in playing a
scene if the wish already states how it
should go.
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You can find and download the character
booklet from the Northern Realms website:
frozen.northernrealms.net/HereBeDragons.

Character creation
Character creation in brief, first page of
character booklet:
1. Pick an archetype from the provided
alternatives. Each player picks a
different archetype. Pick the reroll.
2. Pick a color, appearance, and a name.
3. Sketch a simple banner (or
rune/standard/sigil/symbol)
on
the
character sheet, and draw your dragon.
Second page:
4. Pick three characteristics. They are
descriptives of your dragon’s personality
and style, but also work as justifications.
5. Write down your origin story in a
sentence or two and describe what was
your lair was when you went to sleep.
6. Mark the die size and vigor.

The four archetypes and their dominions
were already presented in the beginning. In
addition to the type of dominion, the
archetype determines the list of goals and
available abilities (found on the character
booklet). Pick one:
• The Beast
• The Ruler
• The Trickster
• The Sage
Each archetype has two options for a reroll what kind of approach (Convince, Threaten,
Attack, Destroy) the dragon is better at.
Choose one, strike the other one out. The
choice is permanent.

The color affects the kind of magic you can
do, and to what kind of terrain you are
attuned with. Mark one color as picked.
Write the type of magic in Magic under
“natural magic”. The type of magic covers
both
physical
and
metaphorical
interpretations.
• Red - Magic: heat, fire
Terrain: arid and hot
• Green - Magic: growth, plants
Terrain: jungle or primeval forest
• Blue - Magic: water, calm, storm
Terrain: lots of water
• Black - Magic: decay, illness
Terrain: swamps or volcanic
• White - Magic: cold, ice
Terrain: arctic
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The appearance gives a visual idea of the
dragon, to be used in the narrative. Pick one
for the body, the movement, and the
countenance, and write them on the
character booklet.
Body:

Flexible

Serpentine

Lizardlike

Mammalian

Saurian

Massive

Movement: vicious, graceful, calculated
Countenance: murderous, serious, serene,
friendly, grinning
Create your name for the dragon: use 4 to
6 syllables, use at least two of the following
consonants: x, z, g, d, s, r, and *h (a
consonant + h), and make it sounds ancient
and powerful! Write it on the line before the
archetype. Or you can pick the name from
the following list:
Aazamandravox, Cerifex, Skizzamarak,
Benaradixtos, Dhümauragoth, Agamakhros,
Gandromath, Houragrosh, Malenghadir,
Praxathanos,
Vrexeriathas,
Tiarnoth,
Verithonir, Shoardan, Zerethiana.

The banner is used on the map to mark
your dominion. During play, the changes the
dragon makes in the world are drawn on a
map. When the dragon gets trophies, a
banner is drawn on the map to mark the
physical locations or populations defeated
and the locations where some abstract
things are relevant (such as rumors).
You can express how you want your dragon
to look like with the drawing; see examples
in the book art. You can later draw and
name notable features in the drawing, when
they are gained (see pg.20 Getting trophies).

Characteristics define the personality and
style of your dragon, to help you to imagine
the dragon’s attitudes and behavior, and
more generally so that others also can have
an idea of what kind of behavior and
narrative can be expected from her.
Pick three characteristics from below. Don’t
pick two from the same row, and not all
three from the same column.
Characteristic

Characteristic

Just

Vengeful

Merciful

Cruel

Admiring

Vain

Traditional

Radical

Curious

Prejudiced

Respectful

Mischievous

Hedonistic

Disdainful

Patient

Easily bored

Refined

Blunt

Entitled

Greedy
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If different dragons have the same
characteristics, you can interpret them
differently in order to get varying narrative.

Origin story happens in the First Age,
before the Usurper Gods’ betrayal. It is a
paradise for dragons, where everything is
easy and uncomplicated: the nature gives
you everything you need. The great DragonMother keeps an eye on you, but as dragons
are deeply territorial creatures, almost never
intervenes. There are no humans, and the
other races, whatever they are in your
world, mostly keep to themselves. The
change is in the air, however. New things
are being invented, ones like abstractions,
civilization, and tools.
Invent the most relevant thing that happened
in the First Age which defined your
dragon’s archetype, in a sentence or two and
write it down in the character booklet. This
is like the origin story of a superhero: the
one definitive event (or chain of events)
which either changed the character or
brought out the nature that already was
there. In addition to what happened, answer
the questions where (what kind of place?),
with/to whom, and what were the
consequences? The couple of sentences you
write need not contain all this, but only
recount the most important points and
remind you what it was about.
The dragon is an active agent: stuff does not
simply happen to her, she makes it happen.
Demonstrate what kind of dragon you are.
Make up something interesting about the
ancient world that can be used in the game something that can be found, or that has left
a legacy (An immortal person or monster?
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Descendants of a people? Location or item?
Special kind of magic that lingers millennia
later?).
You get one freely chosen permanent trophy
(see
Pg.17
Mechanics
and
their
Uses/Trophies) from the Origin story. The
rest you may write into your wish list.
Lair (on the third page of the character
booklet) contains the description of the
dragon’s home, and the list of trophies that
are brought to the lair. Write the description
now.
Dragons are not of the travelling sort. They
practically always return to their lair in the
end of the scene, so the lair is the most
important place for the dragon. Describe
your lair, the inside and the outside. How
did it look and feel like? What was
important about it? It changes after the Long
Sleep, mostly from outside, but what made
it important defines the very surroundings
where most of the game happens. The lair is
the center of the dragon’s map.

Die size represents the raw physical and
social power the dragon has readily
available without much effort. Mark d8 if
you are playing a one-shot, or a d6 if you
wish to start a multiple session game from a
more ancient age with a very young dragon
and increasing the die size through each
session and age (not recommended for firsttimers). Write the one-word description
(e.g., “ancient”, “stone age”, “renaissance”)
on the same row under Ages.

Vigor represents how full of mystical power
the dragon is. It is used for magic and for
dominating things, which means changing
them into minions.
When the box is empty, you have vigor and
can use it. In character creation, set your
vigor to starving (check the Hungry and
Famished boxes). Satiated and Gorged are
greyed out and you can ignore them now they can be obtained later.

Map
In the beginning of each player’s first turn,
the map is laid down with the dragon’s lair
in the middle. This is the Corner of the
world for this dragon. The map concretizes
the changes in the world, shows the most
important NPCs and locations, and tracks
the expansion of the dragons’ dominions.
The maps for different dragons are on
different papers. Draw an arrow to mark the
direction to the center of the world, so that it
is clear which corner is for which dragon.

Decide who draws the map. It is suggested
that the narrator does it, so they can use the
map as an aid for the narration and a
visualizing help, but it can also be someone
else - even the same player for every turn and the narrator just has to fly with it.
Draw only the lair and the major terrain
features - mountains, forests, seas, and
rivers - around it in the first turn. Add stuff
when it gets narrated, small, so there’s room
for more stuff and game mechanical
markings such as written (dis)advantages.
When something that has a relevant location
is gained as a trophy, mark the dominion
with the dragon’s banner. Make changes in
the map often, to keep the world living.
Below is an example map of a dragon’s
initial surroundings, with four human
populations (two next to the forest with
boars, one at the river, one on the desert)
and a dwarven kingdom.
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When the age changes, a new map is
started. Again, the first turn only the lair and
immediate surroundings are drawn, based
on the old map, and the dragon gets to find
out what has changed in the world around
her by exploring the once familiar places
again.

Mechanics and their uses
During a turn, the narrator describes the
scene and the Dragon Player plays the
dragon in it, the SP(s) supporting both. At
the climax, a conflict occurs about some
social change the dragon wishes to bring
about. The DP chooses an approach, and
creates advantages from trophies or from
the narrative, to raise the die size. The DP
rolls the die, and the narrator or a SP from
one to several dice for the opponents. The
highest result wins, but the DP might use
more advantages to reroll. The conflict ends
in an outcome, the DP might get a trophy,
and the consequences are narrated.

Advantages and disadvantages are facts that
help or hinder the dragon. Advantages are
created from trophies, or by spending one
point of vigor and explaining why an
established fact about the world or NPCs, or
something that can plausibly be deduced
from the established facts about the world
(but not the NPCs), helps the dragon. Note
that the DP does not deduce facts about
NPCs that make a social change: the social
change is what the conflict is about, if the
narrator or the SPs don’t narrate the change
to NPCs. Advantages justify rerolls (allow a
new roll with the same or a new approach)
and raises (using a bigger die) in conflicts,
making it easier to win them.
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Example of advantage from the narrative:
Kirsi has narrated that his dragon roars
menacingly and sets a nearby tree in fire
while landing on the town square. It makes
sense that this helps her Threaten the
townspeople, so he spends a point of vigor
and defines an advantage: “Fearsome
entry”. He cannot define “Frightened
townspeople”, unless the narrator or SP
playing the townspeople agrees and
explicitly narrates that they are frightened.
This does not mean that they are not
frightened - they most likely are - it just
means that as long as it has not been
narrated so, the DP cannot use that for an
advantage.
Example of advantage from a trophy: Maija
has a trophy “Schwartzwald town
(Empire)”, meaning that the town is a part
of her dragon’s empire. When Convincing
the Hooded Rebel in the nearby woods who
has been narrated to originate from
Schwartzwald, it can be deduced that
because it has not been mentioned that the
townspeople would be unhappy, they are
not, and it makes sense that this helps the
dragon to convince that she is a good ruler
and therefore the Hooded Rebel should
instead rob people from the neighboring
human kingdom. Maija creates an
advantage “Subjects are content” for free
(but checks the trophy because it is minor,
see below).

Note:
If you are familiar with the Fate rpg,
advantages are very similar to aspects.

Disadvantages are formulated in a similar
manner but for how they hinder, and they
are gained from conflicts. Disadvantages
decrease the dragon’s die size or increase
the opponent’s die size or number of dice,
depending on the narrative content of the
disadvantage. They are used by the narrator
or SPs in a simlar way than the DP uses
advantages.
Example
of
disadvantage:
Maija’s
negotiation with the Hooded Rebel did not
go well. She did not lose the conflict, but
had to take a disadvantage as a cost. She
defines “Rumor: the Hooded Rebel has sold
out” because it fits the narrative, and writes
it on the map next to the Rebel’s forest. One
of the other players uses this later to come
up with a scene where the townspeople turn
on their ex-hero, and if the dragon wishes to
intervene, this disadvantage makes that
conflict a bit harder.
Because advantages are typically created
during a conflict to be used immediately, or
because many of them more or less directly
follow from a written trophy, it is not
necessary to actually write them down.
However, a minor trophy might be used for
the narrative reasons and the advantage
might end up not used, or a ready-made
advantage might be linked to a trophy
gained from a conflict. Those advantages
and disadvantages that remain from
conflicts until they are used, are written
down on the map, next to the relevant place.
Mark an advantage with a ‘+’ and a
disadvantage with a ‘-’ (or several plusses or
minuses if the dis/advantage is stronger,
justifying several raises). (Dis-)advantages
on the map get old at some point: when the
NPCs relevant to it die, when the political

or martial situation changes, etc. The DP
should recognize this and accept when this
comes naturally; the others should not seek
this but rather let it happen.
Example of (dis-)advantage expiring: Maija
never picked the suggested scene about the
townspeople turning on the Hooded Rebel
because there were something more
interesting. When the dragon takes a Long
Sleep between the game sessions, in the next
age the Hooded Rebel has died and is
forgotten, because nobody thinks this is
relevant to the narrative anymore.

Narratively, trophies represent NPCs, items,
locations, or other concrete things in the
world that the dragon has defeated, won,
conquered, created, or strongly affected in a
conflict. Trophies also serve as reminders of
what has been established about the things
that recur in the stories, to make it easier to
incorporate them into the narrative.
Formulate a trophy so that it tells not only
what the thing is, but also its relationship to
the fiction and/or world.
Mechanically, they are used to create
advantages for free (without the need to
spend vigor) for justifying rerolls or raises
in conflicts. In order to be used, a trophy
must be relevant to the current narrative,
and each trophy can be used only once each
scene. A trophy doesn't need to be directly
controlled by the dragon in order to
influence the outcome - the effect can also
be indirect. This can be based on what the
trophy is, or what it implies in the fiction.
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Example: Because Olli has a trophy “Sword
of the Green Knight, who was the best of the
Order of Carcouse” which was taken after a
complete massacre, it makes sense that
other knights of the same order are hesitant
to attack Olli’s dragon.
Some disadvantages, especially those that
are related specifically to trophies that don’t
have a particular location, are also written
on the trophies lists. Mark them with a ‘-’ to
tell them apart.

The consequences of the conflict determines
whether a trophy is minor or major. This is
interpreted as their importance for the
history. If the thing is local, about
individuals, temporary, and not something
that people would sing songs or whisper
stories about, it is minor. Minor trophies can
be used once, and are then unusable for
getting more advantages. Even if they are
not used, they last for the current age only.
Major trophies make a change in the
history: a wider population is affected, the
repercussions can be seen in the next
generation, songs and stories are written,
sung, and told about them. Major trophies
can be used once every scene, and they are
permanent - guaranteed to survive, in some
form, to the next age, as long as they are not
destroyed in conflicts. In some cases, minor
trophies can also become permanent. The
permanence only guarantees the function to
survive, not necessarily the individual
fictional entity (i.e., a permanent trophy
NPC might be a successor instead of the
same person in the next age). Permanence
does not mean that the trophy can’t be
damaged or destroyed in conflicts.
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Example: The Ruler ability The Imperial
Cult gives a permanent minor trophy.
Permanent means that it survives to the next
age (in some form), while minor means that
it is not historically important, and that
mechanically it may be used only once
before some narrative must be devised to
explain why it is usable again.

All the active trophies (i.e., not those that
have been trophies earlier, such as
nonpermanent minor trophies of a previous
age) that fit into the archetype’s description
of dominion are part of the dominion.

Trophies are divided into five lists: Lair,
Elsewhere, Abstract, Magic - and Minions,
that have also their own functionality
besides being a trophy.
Lair contains things that has been brought
into the lair, that the lair are made of, or
facts about the lair. Typically physical
things or people (prisoners, followers etc).
They need not be in the dragon’s lair all the
time, as long as they ‘belong’ there - e.g., a
magical sword can be given to a minion for
a while. Important examples include:
• Treasure, also used for refreshing
vigor, contains the precious things the
dragon has claimed. Examples: Gold
from Tien Shu, rare necklaces made of
killer walruses, blood jewels found in
the mass grave, Fleshtearer the magical
sword (taken from the Butcher of
Attica). Justifies e.g., a reroll when the
dragon hints at the large amount of gold
during negotiations with an NPC
population.

• Lair improvements are whatever
decorations or practical improvements
the dragon may have. Diamond flowers
of the frog people, mountain of skulls of
the Silver Horde. Note that some
improvements work be better as
advantages: lava corridors with traps,
the cliff terrace to the Raging Sea.
Justifies e.g., a raise when fighting
invaders.
• Followers and prisoners or hostages.
The former may be voluntary, the latter
rarely are. The Red Disciple, princess
Fatima of Adil as hostage, bound
primal spirits of Life Spring. Justifies
e.g., a reroll when a hostage is
threatened to intimidate the rescuers.
Elsewhere contains similar things than Lair,
but that cannot be or for some other reason
are not moved to the lair. Typically
subjugated peoples and locations, but also
enemies: those people whose lives have
been touched by the dragon and who hate
her for that, not realizing that the hatred is
the thing that ties them to her.

Examples: subjugated Crescent Lands and
their wetland people; Olga the Dragon
Slayer, bested; the bitter and exile Dwarven
King of the Lone Mountain; the Toppled
Tower, imbued with magic. Justifies e.g., a
reroll when a seemingly random opponent is
revealed to be related to a self-appointed
nemesis.
Abstract contains things that are not
physical, but are still important such as
rumors, legends, ideologies, religions, facts,
and so on. Important examples include:
• Rumors and legends, relevant for, but
not necessarily about the dragon.
Especially favored by the Trickster
archetype who makes these for her own
purposes. Define where or to whom this
rumor or legend is relevant. Rumor in
Ceir: “The ghost of the cemetery is
crying for his lost love.” Legend within
Harrow court: “Whoever steps inside
the Black Volcano will lose their soul
for all eternity.” Legend around the
world: “Skizzamarak the Destroyer
slew Titan Atlas and broke the whole
world.” Justifies e.g., a reroll when
threatening an opponent by referring to
a legend.
• Epithets, the bynames you are called
by, that follow from your actions. The
Bloodclaw, the Eater of Firstborns,
Protector of Shafiri. Justifies e.g., a
raise when threatening an opponent by
implicitly or explicitly referring to the
epithet.
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Magic contains the effects the dragon has
created herself from her natural magic, but
also those she can use, or that affect her,
such
as
spells,
blessings,
curses,
enchantments. This widens the things a
dragon can do considerably, but using magic
also always requires spending vigor.
• Natural magic, from the color or some
abilities, only define the area of the
magic, and the DP is free to invent
whatever effects they want that fit the
narrative. The effects are advantages
and are not written as trophies, unless
they
themselves
are
somehow
permanent. Natural magic is not minor
or major and it cannot be destroyed like
normal trophies can.
• Other magic has a certain effect that
can be creatively used, but it is much
more strictly defined than the natural
magic. Examples: Blessing of Lightning
Spirits (rather widely defined effect),
soul-eating curse from the bog witch (a
strictly defined effect), Words of
Whirlwind (implicitly intended only for
making a whirlwind - but an inventive
player might convince others to use it in
a creative way).
Minions covers NPCs or things otherwise
belonging to any other trophies list, but that
are specifically and personally serving the
dragon. They can be used as trophies to
create advantages as normal, but minions
can also be played as PCs to run the
dragon’s agenda, and narratively it can be
assumed that they do stuff for the dragon
without needing to narrate these actions
explicitly. A small mention is needed
however - minions cannot generally take
actions that have effects without some kind
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of initiative from the dragon before hand.
The only exception to this is an ability that
gives a flashback action.
When using minions, the scenes may focus
solely on minions if the DP decides it’s
interesting, making the dragon narratively a
supporting character for those scenes (still
only playable by the DP, not the SPs). Do
not let this interfere with the point of the
game though - making dragons cool and
awesome is what this game is all about.
What a particular minion can do depends on
the minion: either the narrator or (all) the
SP(s) have to agree with the DP on what is
reasonable. Sometimes an abstract thing can
also be a minion: A scene can focus on how
a religion or an ideology affects the NPCs,
and the DP can play completely random
NPCs that follow the abstract thing working
for the dragon, perhaps even unknowingly.
(More on use of minions in Pg.32 Conflicts/
Minions and flashback actions)

Trophies are gained from conflicts, where
the outcome directly defines whether the
trophy is minor or major.
Minions are gained from abilities, or from
conflicts like other trophies (costs one
vigor), or the narrator can offer a minion by
narrating an NPC that voluntarily offers to
serve the dragon (costs one vigor).
Disadvantages are gained from lost
conflicts, or conflicts not completely won as
a voluntary cost for balancing the taken
benefits.

Duplicates or near duplicates of existing
trophies are not written down. E.g., a magic
sword is a near duplicate of a magic spear,
if neither have anything else setting them
apart. Old trophies may be changed when
new ones are gained, though: another magic
sword can make an armory of magic
weapons.

When a minor trophy is used for creating an
advantage, it is marked as unusable by
checking the “unusable” box. Even when
unusable for creating advantages, the
fictional thing itself does not necessarily
change, and can of course be used for
narrative purposes. It can be gained as
usable again, by normally winning it from a
conflict, or by narrating how the dragon
makes the effort to get her influence back
and spending one vigor. If a minor trophy is
damaged, it is destroyed.
When a major trophy is used, it does not
become unusable (although it cannot be
used again in the same conflict), but it
becomes unusable if it is damaged in a
conflict. The trophy may be narratively
fixed later, which should be a matter of
suitable narration in the next scene.
Example: An army that has been broken can
be mustered again by narrating how the
dragon goes from settlement to settlement
gathering the youth; this don’t need to be
the focus of the scene, it may be done on the
side, for example when preparing for the
conflict related to the proper focus. A single
person wounded should be healed, by time
or by some special magical or medical
attention paid in the narrative. A title

tarnished could be cleared by regaining the
reputation. Typically this fixing should be
complete after one scene, or more only if it
is more reasonable that way.
A destroyed trophy is marked by striking
through the name. These cannot be fixed,
and if e.g. by magical means the destroyed
thing is brought back, it should be won
again as a new trophy via normal means.
Natural magic cannot be destroyed but it
can be damaged in a conflict and thus
rendered unusable until fixed.
Trophies getting damaged or destroyed does
not necessarily mean that the narrative
entities themselves are harmed or destroyed
- it could also be that their status as
something in the dragon’s power is
removed. This is the case especially when
the trophy is also an opponent.

Vigor represents the hunger, and conversely,
how full of mystical power the dragon is.
The levels of vigor are Starving, Famished,
and Hungry. Satiated and Gorged can be
gained later (uncheck all the boxes). Each
level has a box, and the highest one is
checked when vigor is used.
The level of vigor should be reflected in the
narrative: the dragons are capable of
ignoring hunger, but the hungrier they are,
the more motive they should have to eat
things, and more and more stronger things.
When the Starving box is checked, the
dragon should immediately seek something
to eat the next chance she has. (It is not
relevant how much the dragon eats - don’t
try to simulate consumption of a ten-meter
flying lizard.)
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Mechanically vigor is your available points
for creating advantages from the narrative
(without trophies).
Vigor is regained through two dragon-like
behaviors: eating something (write it on
Menu), or getting important treasure to
sleep on (write it on Lair). If you get a
important treasure as Lair trophy which
stays in lair, you get vigor, but if you give a
Lair trophy for instance to a minion before
sleeping on it, you do not get vigor from it.
The dragons sleep on the treasure, that’s
how they get power.
Basically, the more hungry the dragon is,
the less important things it needs to eat:
• If the thing is trivial (but not
completely insignificant), uncheck the
Starving box - no benefit if vigor is
already higher. E.g., a cow or a farmer
(Menu), the traditional shell necklaces
from the fishing village (Treasure).
• If it is non-trivial but not locally
irreplaceable, uncheck boxes up to
Famished - no benefit if already higher.
E.g., a knight (Menu), a chest of gold
(Treasure).
• If it is locally but not widely
irreplaceable, uncheck boxes up to
Hungry, or if already at Hungry and
Satiated is available, uncheck Satiated.
E.g., a ruling noble (Menu), the town’s
holy banner (Treasure).
• If it is widely irreplaceable and make
a change in the world, uncheck boxes
up to Satiated, or if already Satiated and
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Gorged is available, uncheck Gorged.
E.g., an ancient beast such as a griffin
(Menu), legendary treasure such as
Excalibur (Treasure).
When you already have an entry for similar
thing in the Menu, don’t write it again (e.g.,
eating another knight), but you still get the
vigor as normal.
Menu contains things written down that the
dragon has eaten, like people, great
monsters, magic items - yes, the dragon can
eat magic items and get vigor from them, in
addition to taking them to Lair.
Mechanically, in addition to refreshing
vigor, the magical legendary creatures eaten
are relevant for two things. When you eat
them, you get Features, but the more you
do that, the more Mundane the next age
becomes.

Features and Characteristics are not
trophies but they are used just like them to
create advantages. When the rules say that
trophies are used to create advantages, this
also
covers
using
Features
and
Characteristics for that.
They are written under their own titles on
the character booklet. They list the dragon’s
prominent physical features and personality
traits, respectively. Feature examples:
Impressive horn, armor-piercing claws,
hypnotic eyes, wings that black out the sun.
Justifies e.g., a reroll in combat where the
feature cancels the opponent’s move.

Characteristics are listed in the character
creation. Justifies e.g., a reroll when the
patient characteristic is clearly played in the
round to explain why the dragon puts up
with the mortal’s shit.
Scars can be taken in conflicts instead of
other, more immediate drawbacks. They
may make the dragon look cooler and help
winning conflicts, but scars also make the
coming ages darker.

The dragons will sleep the Long Sleep,
some centuries or millennia, between ages.
In the game, this happens between two
sessions. In the Next Age the world has
changed. This change is determined by the
legacy determinants.
• The number of Scars determines
Darkness, or how dark and violent the
future age will be.
• The number of magical legendary
creatures on your Menu determines
Mundaneness, or how magical the
corner will be.
Details for legacy determinants are found in
Pg.46
Changing Age
and
Legacy
Determinants.

Character development
Goals are a list of loosely interpreted
narrative events in the character booklet,
that, when they happen in the narrative,
allow the DP to upgrade the dragon.
Although there’s no limit to what goals can
be fulfilled at which time (except to pick
those that state “after x”, x must have
happened beforehand), they are clearly of

different complexity. This allows easily
gaining the first ones in the beginning and
directs the narrative to more complex goals
later.
The goals are interpreted loosely: if
everyone agrees that a particular creature
can be considered an ancient enemy even if
it has not been established beforehand, you
can check the “defeat your ancient enemy”.
This includes all the capitalized terms in the
goals - there is no fixed interpretation
(except for those that are already game
elements such as the Dragon Slayer), so if
you can satisfactorily explain what a Great
Hunt is, that’s what it is in your game.
If you have fulfilled a goal during a scene,
once per scene you may check the box next
to it to upgrade your character. If multiple
goals apply, you may choose only one per
scene. Pick one ability from the list on your
character booklet - note that some abilities
have other upgrades as requirements.
Abilities give you new narrative content and
provide mechanics to support archetypal
play. Some abilities give mechanical or
narrative benefits directly, something that
might be impossible to get otherwise. Some
abilities change the established narrative in
a way that would be possible without the
ability as well, but they provide it
immediately instead of building the
narrative step by step.
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A conflict occurs when the narrator decides
that the situation should climax here. It
proceeds in rounds of rolls, and on each
round it is narrated how the conflict plays
out (see instructions below). The roll
presents the situation for the dragon, and the
dragon’s response to it is narrated
depending on whether the DP decides to try
a different approach, to get a reroll to this
approach, or to accept the result. The
conflict is not about whether the dragon
succeeds or not in the physical act. It is
about whether the dragon gets, socially,
what she wants.

Dragons are awesome, so they are able to do
the following things without a roll:
• Dealing with (unimportant) mortal
individuals and small groups. Om nom.
• Sensing and recognizing magic; doing
the type of magic the dragon has Magic
for; speaking any language; talking with
animals, spirits, and other otherworldly
things; breathing fire.
• Seeing, hearing, smelling, or otherwise
sensing whispers, sneaking, hiding,
ambushes, and traps, and often
understanding what is the overall state of
mind of a mortal, as long as these
actions are not the narrative point of the
scene.
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• Doing impressive physical feats, such
as outflying non-legendary creatures,
destroying regular buildings and bridges,
melting metal, burning forests, ‘flying’
underwater, and moving lots of earth or
stones for construction, as long as these
feats are not supposed to cause a social
change and are not the narrative point of
the scene (see below).

The opponent is the entity the dragon wants
something from. Often this is a whole
settlement or entity of governance such as a
kingdom, so the individual NPC the dragon
is interacting with is not important per se
but only as a representative of the proper
opponent. The mechanical strength (die
size) of the NPC is also determined by the
whole entity instead of the individual in
these cases (see P.26 Die sizes for NPCs).

The conflict and the roll is about whether
the dragon gets what she wants, defined in
the form of stakes.
The stakes are about social change, not
physical. “I want to defeat my opponent”
does not contain a social consequence, “I
want to kill/shame him so that nobody dares
present these requests again” does. Physical
facts are decided on narrative grounds and
based on the chosen approach, depending on
what seems to fit the situation and the
results of each roll. E.g. whether an
opponent (and spectators) is killed or not is
not decided by whether the roll was a
victory or not. A mortal might very well win
a conflict against a dragon by dying himself,
but still buying time or respect for someone
else.
The fate of trophies is a special case of this:
when a trophy is about to be destroyed or
changed, this is always a social change,
because the dragon (as a definition of what
trophy means) has some kind of relation to
the trophy. Whether a trophy can be saved
from destruction by the dragon can
therefore be the stake.
If an intended physical deed is an epic
effort, like leveling a mountain, without any
social change as a goal, it might be
reasonable to focus one whole scene on a
conflict against some kind of guardians of
nature or whatever might be in the dragon’s
way (spirits, elementals, daemons, great
beasts). If the deed is not the focus of the
scene and seems like something reasonable
for the dragon despite of the epicness, the
DP may simply pay one vigor and the deed
happens without resistance.

The outcome of the conflict is a trophy, so it
is good to think beforehand what kind of
trophy you might want. This might also
have bearing on what kind of approach
might be in order, as different approaches
imply different narrative results from the
conflict:
• Convincing - mainly talking to sway
others. Some amount of violence may be
acceptable, if it is natural for the
opponent as a course of normal
conversation that does not affect the
future relationships (e.g., very violent
peoples, some monsters).
• Threatening - using threats of social or
physical force, and perhaps some
demonstrations of it, to sway others.
Killing individuals may be acceptable, if
the opponent is not an individual but
e.g., a settlement.
• Attacking - using direct attack to sway
others, as long as you are not trying to
destroy the opponent. The attack may be
social, magical, or mental, aimed at
removing the obstacle that the opponent
NPC represents.
• Destroying - not simply winning, but
utterly annihilating so that it doesn’t
ever come back.
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Die sizes for NPCs
The dragon’s die size in each conflict is
initially the size written on the character
booklet (see pg.12 Character creation).
A raise increases the DP’s die size by one.
The die sizes in order are:
d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d16*, d20, d24*, d30,
and d100.
Obviously, d16 and d24 are not real dice,
but need to be emulated. This can be done,
e.g., by rolling a one higher and ignoring
results that go too high, or rolling a d8/d12
and doubling it (but treating ‘1’ still as one
for the purposes of harming the trophies, see
pg.29 Conflict in six phases / phase 4). Or
use an app for it. Or if it feels bothersome,
just skip those that are not real dice and go
right to the higher one. (If you don’t have a
d30, double a d20.)
It might seem that the dragon’s initial d8
makes her very weak compared to other
legendary creatures (below), considering
how awesome she should be. However, very
often the DP can raise the die size in
conflicts. In addition, the whole system is
designed from the dragon’s point of view:
the rerolls and raises and abilities are also
part of the dragon’s power whereas other
creatures do not normally get such benefits.
A sole d8 represents a very young and quite
uninterested dragon that attempts once to
get something but is immediately
disinterested if it does not come easily. A
mechanical loss does not mean that the
dragon was defeated, just that she did not
bother to try harder.
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Below are the guidelines for die sizes of
NPCs. The die size is based on dramatic
importance of the most important part of the
opponents (although the dramatically more
important NPCs are often also narratively
stronger). This means that the villagers who
have raised a phoenix as their guardian fight
with the die size of the phoenix, not the
villagers.
The number of dice should reflect the
number of the opponents in the world - not
directly, but how many they should feel in
the story. In a case of mixed opponents like
the villagers and a phoenix, add dice to the
dice of the more important entity if the less
important also matter, but don’t use the
whole number of the less important
population. If the more important entity is
defeated, the less important part are simply
narrated to follow.
Example: A kingdom with a legendary
genius as a negotiating opponent has a
2d12, not 5d12, because the kingdom can be
considered to help the genius with their
resources and support, but they are still less
important than the genius in the conflict.
The die size of minions is also based on this
guideline.
This is only one possible way of classifying
creatures; in your own worlds the different
creatures could be different in their
comparable power levels. Create your own
mythology. (You can also fit something in
the size gaps, like d24, d40, and d60.)

Die Size

Examples of combatants

Examples of social opponents

d4

Hunters, non-professionals

Villagers with no particular leader

d6

Guards, shaman, small monster

Chieftain, wise woman

d8

Knights, mage, animal king, griffin

Noble, sophist, zealot

d10

A great hero or mage, phoenix

King, court philosopher, prophet

d12

A legendary hero, archmage, giant

Emperor, genius, genie

d16

Transcendent mage, ancient lich

Legendary genius, ancient sphinx

d20

Divine avatar, an adult dragon

Divine avatar, an adult dragon

d30

Titan, an elder dragon

Titan, an elder dragon

d100

Usurper god, Dragon-Mother

Usurper god, Dragon-Mother

#Dice

Example number

1

A group of mortals, couple of small monsters

2

A townful of mortals, a group of big monsters

3

Average city or army of mortals, a trained mage cabal

4

Small kingdom, large army

5

Kingdom, huge city, huge army

6

Small empire, few kingdoms

7

Huge empire, whole continent

8

World

The above information can also be found in the character booklet
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The conflict in six phases
Before the conflict is declared, the narrative
situation is established. This often limits
what advantages can be declared in the
conflict, as it is not always plausible that a
particular thing is available or relevant in
the established situation. E.g., if you have
an army as a minion, it isn’t reasonable that
they just happen to be around in an
unanticipated borderland conflict if you
didn’t narrate their mobilization beforehand
(unless you have an ability that allows you
to retroactively narrate this via a flashback).
Some advantages are created beforehand.

To begin the conflict, it is determined what
is at stake: what will the dragon achieve,
narratively, if she wins: what will happen in
the world? This will likely, but not
necessarily, determine the trophy.

The DP decides the initial approach, what
the dragon will do in an attempt to achieve
her goal. The four basic approaches are
Convince, Threaten, Attack, and Destroy,
but archetype-specific abilities allow also
others. The DP can always choose whatever
approach they want, as long as it works
narratively.
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In phase 5 the DP can change the approach,
once, for free. After that, an advantage is
needed to change the approach. The
approach must be one that have not been
used before - the exception is that the
dragon can always take a scar to use
Destroy.

One raise is either increase of one in the
size of the die (e.g., d8 -> d10). One raise
costs one advantage, previously created
(written on the map), or created here from a
trophy (free) or from the narrative (costs
one vigor). They can also be gained from
abilities, if the conditions described in the
ability - such as narratively using an NPC
granted by the ability - are met. Any number
of advantages and trophies can be used to
get raises on a die roll (as long as they make
sense narratively), but the same trophy
cannot be used more than once per scene.
The used advantage should be plausible and
worked into the narrative in a non-contrived
way; i.e., during a battle, just mentioning a
great landmark located elsewhere is
contrived and should not be accepted, but if
the narrative was played so that the
landmark was used in the inspirational
speech the dragon gave the army previously
to build up spirit, it should be plausible to
narratively help in the situation.

Disadvantages created in previous conflicts
are also considered at this phase. The
narrator or SPs playing the opponent use
them for the opponent in the same way the
DP uses previously created advantages: each
disadvantage increases the NPC’s die size
(all the dice if they were more than one) or
to decrease the DP’s die size.
Example: A monastery has a disadvantage
“Prepared for lies and threats”, because
Kirsi took it as a cost in a previous conflict,
narrating that a disgruntled monk spread
the bad word. The dragon on the other hand
has an trophy “Protector of the Orange
Brotherhood”, granted by the local
magistrate, and is coming to Convince the
brothers. The narrator and Kirsi agree that
while the trophy would increase the
dragon’s die size, the disadvantage
decreases it back, so Kirsi checks the trophy
used but the die size remains the same. If
Kirsi did not have the trophy, it would have
made more sense that the disadvantage
increased the brothers’ die size instead of
decreasing the DP’s die size.
The requirement that the disadvantage has
to be narratively relevant for the current
conflict applies: if the disadvantage is [an
NPC] does not believe the dragon anymore
because a lie was exposed, it would not be
of any help to that NPC if the dragon
approached with Attack or Destroy, while it
would help against a Convince approach.
Any raises used last until the end of the
conflict (regardless of their narrative
origin).

Roll one die for the dragon and the
determined number of dice for the
opposition. The aim is the highest number.
The result:
• The DP gets a lower number. A
setback. (e.g. Opponent’s highest result:
6, Dragon result: 1-5)
• If both sides have the same highest
result, it is a draw. (e.g. Opponent: 6,
Dragon: 6)
• The DP gets a higher number. A minor
victory. (e.g. Opponent: 6, Dragon: 711)
• A complete victory if the DP’s number
is at least twice the opponent’s number.
(e.g. Opponent: 6, Dragon: 12+)
If the DP has used a trophy in this conflict,
each time they rolled a ‘1’, one trophy is
harmed, regardless of whether a reroll is
used afterwards. This means it is under
threat of being damaged or destroyed - it
still can be saved, and the final fate is not
narrated yet.

The DP can choose to:
• finish the conflict and proceed to
consequences,
• try a different approach, going back
to phase 2, or
• try again harder in this same
approach, rerolling in phase 4 again.
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Trying a different approach starts a new
round with a new roll and a new approach.
E.g., if the dragon started peacefully but that
did not give what she wanted, the DP can
change to a more violent approach to try to
get it again. This change can be done once
per conflict without cost, but on the next
rounds, an advantage must be used. The
narrative obviously changes with the change
in approach. Both the dragon’s and the
opponent’s dice are rolled anew unless an
ability that says otherwise is used.
Trying again harder means using a reroll
to use the same approach again. Again, if an
ability allows a free reroll, or if the
approach was the one the dragon’s
archetype gives the reroll for, the reroll
can be used once without cost. Otherwise,
like justifying raises, an advantage (existing
on the map, or created freely from a trophy,
or created with a vigor point from the
narrative) must be used in a way that would
justify how the dragon disregards the results
of the previous round without changing the
approach. All dice are rolled again (unless
an ability dictates otherwise).
Exception: the DP can always justify a
reroll for the Destroy approach by taking a
scar. No advantages are needed, regardless
of whether the dragon were already using
Destroy or some other approach, and also
regardless of whether the dragon has used
Destroy previously. Scars are also Legacy
determinants, so while you can almost
always push the conflict as long as you need
until you finally succeed in destroying the
opponent for daring to rise against you, you
might make the world much darker place in
the process by forcing your will violently on
it. In each conflict, the first scar taken
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comes with one free raise (that lasts, as
usual, until the end of the conflict or a
change in approach).

The DP picks a consequence for the result
after no rerolls or changes to approach are
taken
anymore.
The
consequence
determines what kind of trophy (or
disadvantage) the DP gets, and how the
conflict’s end should be narrated.
Options for minions below are only for
when the minion is played as a PC.

• (For the dragon) You learn something
new that makes you reconsider this
conflict. Take a disadvantage (that does
not need to be the thing you learned).
• (Both for the dragon and minions) A
Dragon Slayer is revealed! If the
opponent already was a Dragon Slayer,
the dragon is scarred and retreats to
sleep.
• (For minions) You don’t get what you
want. You retreat, and are harmed (a
permanent minion) or destroyed (a nonpermanent minion).
If a trophy was harmed for rolling a ‘1’, it is
destroyed, or take a disadvantage and it is
only damaged. (Does not apply to the last
option, for minions.)

• (For the dragon) You get a minor
trophy with a cost.
• (For the dragon and minions) You seem
to get what you want but it is later found

out that somehow the opponent wriggles
out of what was expected of them.
If a trophy was harmed for rolling a ‘1’, it is
damaged and unusable until repaired.

Then some
If you take only a minor trophy from a
complete victory, you can
• get another minor trophy, or
• immediately fix a damaged trophy.

• (For the dragon) You get a major
trophy with a cost.
• (Both for the dragon and minions) You
get a minor trophy.
If a trophy was harmed for rolling a ‘1’, it is
damaged and unusable until repaired.

• You get exactly what (major trophy)
you want.
• You get exactly what (minor trophy)
you want, and then some.
If a trophy was harmed for rolling a ‘1’, it is
damaged and unusable until repaired.

Cost
The cost can be:
• Taking a scar.
• Damaging a relevant trophy or
destroying a relevant harmed trophy.
• Taking a disadvantage.
• Having a trophy NPC revolt, secede,
escape, get rid of their hold and
denounce the dragon, or turn against the
dragon. A minor trophy is no more a
trophy, or a major trophy is now a minor
trophy.
• A Dragon Slayer is revealed!

Narrating the conflict
The conflict is narrated in 4 stages:
1. before the conflict, when the conflict
has been declared, how the situation
starts is narrated - stakes, raises, and
approach are all integrated in the
narrative (one by one when they are
decided, or all at once, whatever works);
2. after the roll, which represents the
situation after the opening moves have
been made;
3. beginning of each new round, which
is the dragon’s response to the changed
situation, including the possible changes
in approach;
4. and finally the consequences, when
the DP does not want to get any more
rerolls or escalations and the situation
ends.
Remember to make the dragon awesome.
Even when the dragon does not succeed, the
narrative does not portray the dragon
fumbling or being beaten. The opponent
might have luck, or hold their own just
barely, or it might even be that the
opposition is not truly what it seemed to be
(the narrator can change the opposition for
the next round). Only if it’s narratively cool
for her to do so does the dragon lose
somehow.
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All the trophies and disadvantages taken
must be relevant to and justified by the
narrative. This does not mean that only
elements that were present are ok: you can
interpret “relevant and justified” a bit more
broadly. For instance, defeating a settlement
might result in another settlement far away
but trading with them becoming a trophy.
Disadvantages are often related to their
increased wish or capability to resist, or
how they spread the word to other places
and raise their wish or capability to resist.
When necessary, write an explanatory
(dis)advantage next to the location on the
map.

Dragon slayers come into play as a
consequence of a setback or a voluntary
cost. They are the legendary people who, for
some reason, are extraordinarily well-suited
for (also socially) resisting or fighting
dragons - to the point that they are the
number one threat to dragons, as the only
ones who are capable of actually defeating a
dragon. While other NPCs may have a
grudge and actively move against a dragon,
Dragon Slayers are determined to take the
dragon down and do their everything to
accomplish this goal. They should be
narrated as completely single-minded in
their efforts.
It’s always up to the player whether a
Dragon Slayer will enhance the game
experience or not, but they might be a fun
element in the game - and all archetypes
have their own goals related to Dragon
Slayers. As the only real enemy of the
dragons and a powerful narrative element,
they should not be overused.
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The Dragon Slayer’s die size should be at
least the same as the dragon’s, often higher
(because they cannot get rerolls). If the
Dragon Slayer wins, the dragon is driven to
sleep, and the Mundaneness legacy
determinant is increased by one. The next
age remembers in the legends that there was
a hero who defeated the dragon. The Dragon
Slayer is gone when the dragon wakes again
- but their family or other legacy might live
on as a delicious target for a retribution.
If a Dragon Slayer is bested, the dragon
automatically gets a suitable epithet
(Abstract trophy) in addition to other
trophies gained from the conflict.

Conflict can also happen without a dragon,
involving minions that the dragon sends out
to further her agenda independently.
Although the minions are not as strong as
dragons, this is not always a bad thing, as
the minions can be effective in subtler work
which the dragons prefer not to do
themselves.
When the DP is playing a minion, do not
declare trivial conflicts any more than for
the dragon. One conflict should still be
about the whole mission: whether the
dragon gets what she wants, not whether a
minion succeeds in a minor task on the way
to the real goal. Roll the dice, and based on
the result decide how the narrative details
went.
The die size should be at most equal to the
dragon’s (use the NPC die size table for
evaluating relative strengths). Trophies can
be used for advantages just as with the
dragon: as long as they make narrative
sense, which is probably much less often

than for the dragon herself. The minion
itself cannot be used for creating an
advantage while playing it. The options for
the consequences are toned down, and due
to a smaller die, trophies are more likely
harmed, but they might have potential for
actions difficult for the dragon. The free
reroll the dragon innately has works with
minions as well, but free rerolls/raises from
abilities don’t unless specifically mentioned.
Normally a use of minions - as any trophies
- can be declared in the scene only if it is
reasonable that the trophy is available at the
narrative situation, which means that many
trophies cannot be used in conflicts that
cannot be anticipated. However, some
abilities give an option to retroactively
decide that some particular preparations
were taken in the fiction in advance.
Flashback actions are actions that can be
declared in the middle of something else even another conflict - and they are resolved
before other things. Narratively it is a
flashback, so it has already happened, or is
at the very moment happening somewhere
else.

The flashback actions may be a simple bit
of narrative to make up some relevant
exposition in the middle of conflict, such as
the dragon doing some unopposed
preparations for using trophies for creating
advantages, broadening the applicability of
trophies because the justifying narrative can
be made up afterwards. E.g., explaining that
the dragon actually did take the magic
weapon with her to the conflict, even if it
was explicitly determined that it was left
somewhere else. (If it was not explicitly
determined, a flashback action might not
even be necessary, as it could be narratively
explained without needing to retroactively
change the established facts.)
The flashback action can also be more
complex and opposed preparations (often
carried out by minions) that need another
conflict to find out whether they were
successful. This sub-conflict can be
resolved in the middle of the main conflict,
and the consequences are available for
raises or rerolls in there. This way the DP
can get benefits for the current situation by
showing the imaginary viewers a plot twist:
that the dragon was more clever than the
world - and the players! - and had already
prepared for this.
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Setback:
• (For dragons) The whole flashback is
cancelled. Diegetically this never
happened.
• (For minions) You don’t get what you
want. You retreat, and are harmed (a
permanent minion) or destroyed (a nonpermanent minion). This may adversely
affect the current conflict.
Draws, and minor and complete victories
are as in normal conflicts.

Meeting other dragons
Normally the PC dragons do not directly
meet each other. This is intentional, to
maintain the focus on the dragon in turn.
However, despite the dragons keeping to
their own corners, sometimes their actions
have effects on the other dragons’ corners,
and that might prompt a response. That
happens while the other dragon is asleep, so
it targets trophies at most. Keep the
response modest: the dragons are territorial
creatures, and they respect other dragons’
territories as much as they jealously guard
their own. The target trophy may be
damaged but not destroyed. The other
dragon should then regard the response as a
natural occurrence, and go on with her own
devices.
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Obssbups

If your suggestion is picked, it’s your job as
the narrator to guide the style and the
structure through the scene.
The level of the narrative should be kept a
bit more abstract than most roleplaying
games usually have. Only rarely it is
purposeful to narrate about the immediate
sensory experiences of the dragon, and
getting step by step through what are the
individual actions. Instead, the framing (the
first description by the narrator about a new
location) should be from the bird’s-eye
view, readily identifying all the relevant
characters that are present so that the DP
can get to the issue at hand without delay.
Finding the balance between the narrative
that sets the mood and creates the world as a
living place, and the direct approach that
presents the issue and the choices the
dragon has and does not waste time on
trivialities the other players are not
interested in, is the key to the successful
HBD narrating.
The narrative should be compact; how
compact, depends on how many players you
have, how long do you plan playing per
session, and your personal preferences. It
would be recommended to play at least four
turns per session, so the length of one scene
should be at most roughly the playing
time/4*n of players. A scene lasting more
than twenty minutes is probably too
detailed, in my experience.

Pacing requires being aware of the time, and
constructing the scene so that the DP is
presented those options that will carry the
narrative towards the idea. Even if the DP
chose the scene idea, the assumption is
always that the scene is for the DP, not that
the DP and the dragon are for the scene.
When everything goes differently than
you thought, go along with it. If you
desperately want the dragon to make a
certain decision, or don’t want to ask for
any input for any details during the scene,
you’re being too possessive. Relax, and let
the game flow emergently.
As the narrator, guide the style and the
structure, but don’t try to control more than
that. Ask for input, give out NPCs, let
others decide whenever the scene idea
gives leeway (and it should give it very
much). Facilitate, don’t dominate. When
you don’t have a description or an answer to
a particular question, ask SPs. Never play
multiple NPCs in a row without giving them
to SPs. When others look to you if an idea is
ok, ask the dragon player - they are the one
who should be in the spotlight.
Important: never narrate something that
makes the dragon’s actions meaningless.
The players have the narrative power to lead
the dragon to a (metaphorical or actual)
trap, but this should ever happen only if the
DP is cool with the story that comes with it.

Suggesting and playing
scenes
A scene suggestion should:
• be short, presented in a sentence or
two,

• present an idea of a situation that
would be interesting to see the dragon
in.
• contain enough information about the
idea to make it sound interesting, but not
too much information so that it would
spoil the scene,
• be about an idea that is simple enough
to be played within one short scene (but
include stuff that can be used later for
continuity),
• be ready at the beginning of a turn.

The scene ideas don’t have to be very
complicated, especially in the beginning.
The point is only to have an anchor, an
element to which all the narrative in the
scene is connected, and a rough idea of the
setting. Totally random improvisation may
be entertaining for a while, but it will not
have the structure that is needed for keeping
the scenes compact and the turns short
enough to allow enough play for everyone.
It might also lack the continuity from one
scene and time point to another, which is the
whole point of the game: to see how the
dragons change the world in the long run.
However, the improvisation is an extremely
important part as well. Most of the scene
content is improvised - both by the narrator
and the SPs - because the purpose is also to
see what happens when the dragon is
presented with a particular situation, not to
prod the DP through hoops following some
great story idea by the narrator. Using some
tools to limit the improvisation with
predefined requirements helps keeping it
fresh.
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Improvisation is not difficult because you
can’t come up with anything - it’s difficult
because without any limitations you have
too many options and no starting point to
choose from them. Use story seeds
(character booklet), examples of anchors
(below), and cultural stereotypes (below) to
limit your options for important NPCs and
the setting.
The anchor can be almost anything, as long
as it is something the dragon is likely to
have an opinion on a preference, need, or
desire to see it end in one way rather than
another. The wish list exists for giving scene
ideas that the DP has flagged interesting.
When coming up with the anchor, pay
attention to:
• Vigor. If the dragon is starving,
instead of complicated social or
political situations, present her with a
good meal - but with a complication.
• The wish list. As stated above.
• Trophies. Using already gained
trophies, or elements directly related to
them, is good for continuity, and
probably also includes things that the
DP is interested in if they have bothered
to get them in the first place.
• Characteristics and how the DP has
played the dragon. This is a broad one
and boils down to “focus on other
players’ game when it’s their turn”.
People use the wish list differently, but
their play always tells about what kind
of things they are interested and how
they interpret their dragon’s personality
and her attitude towards different
things.
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However, in the beginning, before there are
suitable wish list entries, or when you don’t
happen to see anything inspiring there, or
just for a change, you might want to simply
introduce the world to the dragon, starting
from what is nearest to the lair. Expand the
map, and add something interesting.
The setting is of course very dependent on
what kind of lands have been described
previously, although being too predictable
should be avoided. Think of the cultural
stereotypes (see below), and invent some
twist on the obvious: think how the
civilization or ecology would work in this
kind of place and use something you would
not have thought at first. If lacking ideas,
look at the story seeds and ask others.

A scene is often comprised of three
structural parts: hook, setup, and conflict.
The anchor could be in any of these.
The hook is the part where the dragon is
motivated to participate in whatever the
scene is about. This may be framed as an
event that the dragon just happens to notice
when going on with her business, as an NPC
that tells the dragon of something that is
happening, or as the interesting thing
coming to the dragon by itself.

Often when the anchor resides in the setup
or the conflict, the scene idea is not
immediately narrated; only hints to get the
DP interested and the dragon motivated. If
the anchor is in the hook, the NPCs and/or
the situation should be solid enough to
provide enough material for improvisation
for the moving on to the setup.
The setup is the bulk of the roleplaying in
the scene. It includes the dragon finding out
the cause - what the scene is all about - if
that is not clear from the hook. Some
investigation may be needed - in the form of
the dragon actually finding out the cause of
the hook, or in the form of the dragon
behaving as she normally would (e.g.,
taking care of the dominion, enjoying
herself) while the DP is aware that
something might be happening and
positioning the dragon so that it can happen.
This part includes talking with NPCs and
possibly taking some actions in advance to
the conflict. For instance, preparations - the
narrative which will allow the use of
particular trophies during the conflict - may
be such action, or anything that could be a
conflict but is not, because the anchor has
focused the scene climax on something else.
An important thing about investigation: do
not plan causes that make everything played
in the scene meaningless unless played
“correctly”. When the dragon does not want
to find out what you had thought but takes
another route, don’t make the player feel
they made a wrong decision by bringing up
something like “you should have done x
instead of y!”, in this or the following
scenes. When there is a surprise for the
dragon, it always adds to the spotlight,
never takes something away.

The conflict then represents the fact that the
dragon wants some social change and the
world is not readily allowing it, in one form
or another. The conflict brings the scene to
the climax, using game mechanics to find
out what happens and narrative to tie it all
together with the scene and how it affects
the world afterwards.

What:
• Opportunity
• Personal choices
• Threats
• Historical changes
Opportunities, with a complication:
• Offer a wish list item.
• Offer a trophy. The more concrete ones
like treasure, followers, prisoners, lair
improvements, and magic are easier, but
others can often be implied as well: e.g.,
a bard, a historian, or a law scholar
implies Abstract trophies like titles,
epithets, or legends.
• Offer a goal. You can be obvious with
it but do make up a good story why the
goal is relevant.
• Offer something else the player has
showed interest in.
• Offer vigor, i.e. food, treasure,
prisoner. These are easily left to be taken
care of beside some other focus, but a
particularly delicious one may spark up
interest and bring a new view on them to
the game.
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• Offer domination. A suitable target
seems to be independently setting
himself (or is lured, or forced) to be
dominated, your expansion unexpectedly
affects someone new.

• A practical decision playing with the
characteristics. A reprehensible bastard
pleading for his life vs. some treasure
easy to grab for a dragon who is greedy
and merciful. A beautiful piece of art
about something the dragon views
negatively for admiring and prejudiced.
• Moral decision. This can be obvious, or
something grey that plays with the idea
of the dragon being above morality. Your
minions fight about principles - who is
right? Let people die/suffer or not? Let
someone mock you/Dragon-Mother or
not?
• A practical decision playing with the
sympathy of the player. Foolhardy
youngsters invade your lair, a child
challenges you to a duel.
• Aesthetics. Someone changes your
landscape, an annoying style is adopted
in your lands, a talented artist is in
trouble, your silhouette in the coin
makes you look bad,

• Threats to dominion and expansion. A
rival (related to dominion type), natural
changes, an opposing religion, internal
strife, rebels, prophetic doom.
• Threats to institutions and processes
relevant to the dominion. Power
struggle, the unique specialist had died
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or is in trouble, the raw materials don’t
move to processing for some reason, a
public celebration is interrupted, the
stories get distorted because of opinions
of some important node in the
communication web.
• Threats to lair. Adventurer party,
hunters, someone/thing who needs/wants
the land or location, wronged spirits or
magical creatures, someone mapping
your lair.
• Threats to minions or other interesting
NPCs. Close relatives, liege lord, magicuser, assassins.
• ‘Threats’ to dragon. Avenger, bounty
hunters, hero, religious nutjob, dragon
slayer, wannabe dragon slayer.

• Changes in populations. An internal
demographic shift in wealth, power,
religion, traditional jobs and statuses. A
mass immigration due to the dragon’s
efforts to make her lands good to live (or
emigration if the area has deteriorated).
• Changes in the nature. Desertification,
floods, droughts, important animals
dying or moving, dangerous beasts
multiplying or changing behavior, pests,
harmful vegetation spreading.
• Changes for other legendary creatures.
A creature on which some essential part
of the world depends on (elementals,
spirits, unicorn, phoenix…) is dying or
leaving or getting stronger.

• Changes in magic. Magic gets stronger
or weaker locally or globally, completely
new creatures pop up, magical storms,
sudden increase/decrease in magic users,
a location or item becomes highly
magical.
Who:
• Humans or other mortal people
• Monsters or legendary creatures
• Dragon slayer
• Spirits
• Those in power (leaders and their
heirs, shamans, priests, and monks, the
alpha hunters and generals)
• Those that are related to something
interesting (they have a magical artifact,
the are a blood relative to something
strong but something has gone wrong)
• Those who are wronged or subject to
force (a person to be executed for
speaking against a tyrant, slaves)
• The loners (magicians who live in
towers or caves, a person who has
locked herself to a remote tree to protect
others from her werewolf side)
• The heroes (who are admired but are
really weak, who have defeated a
magical creature and see a challenge in
the dragon).
• Humans: Ruler, heir, aristocrat,
bureaucrat, knight, guardsman,
adventurous youth, hardened adventurer,
hunter, bounty hunter, slave, slaver,
child, hermit, herbalist, scholar, trader,
craftsperson, miner, smith, tax collector,

robber, farmer, shepherd, savage,
witch/wizard, cultist, fisher, assassin,
artist.
• Other mortal peoples: fish, bird, frog,
rat, jackal, mole, plant, mushroom, or
rock people, elves, dwarves, orcs, faerie,
wookiee, ewok, sand people, fremen,
na’vi,
• Monsters: A great animal or animal
king/queen, ogres, trolls, undead, näkki,
vodyanoi, yokai, ghost,
• Legendary creatures: griffin, giant,
phoenix, unicorn, roc, medusa, skylla &
charybdis, sandworm,
• Dragon slayer: farmboy with a
destiny, ideal knight, ancient elf archer,
smith with magical equipment,
dovahkiin, great shaman commanding
elemental spirits,
Why:
• For love
• For vengeance
• For family
• For greed
• From fear
• For ideals or faith
• For power
• For magical/mythical reasons
• For altruism
• For fun
• For freedom
• For territory or sustenance
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Idea: A legendary hunter (the anchor) from
a nearby kingdom has been sent by his king
to hunt the greatest beast ever.
Suggestion: The strongest of your animals
comes to you and tells you about someone
who beat him.

Idea: A disgruntled population in your
empire is conspiring (anchor), emboldened
by a fanatic cult (note how the idea focuses
on
the
situation
before
anything
unavoidable has happened, so the scene
allows the dragon to intervene).
Suggestion: A
Yellowwoods.

potential

uprising

in

Cultural stereotype is an easily approached
idea of what kind of people, landscape,
culture, and scenes one can expect to run
into. Pick an idea of a real-world or fictional
ancient/middle age location and culture, and
you have a powerful basis from where you
can invent NPCs, locations, and scenes.
Use a different cultural stereotype for each
dragon’s area. The stereotype should be one
that you know your players are familiar with
(as long as it’s not offensive), to make it
easier for them to invent scenes as well. If
the cultural stereotype is well-picked, you
don’t have to spend much thought on what
will happen, or what kind of people and
creatures the dragon will meet and what
they look like. Your job will be to make up
enough interesting details and some
deliberate deviations from the expected so
that the stereotype will not grow boring.

Idea: A wandering minstrel has picked up
the lie you told about King Shu’s prowess
(anchor) and telling it in neighboring
kingdoms. Duels will be inevitable, and Shu
probably won’t make it.

• Landscape. The decision about the
landscape is affected most by the
dragon’s color. See the next page,
Dragon’s color and the nature.

Suggestion: King Shu’s reputation spreads.

• Naming convention.

Idea: A feud between two prominent trader
families (anchor) is sparking tension and
threatening the prosperity of the Caruskand
Empire. The ownership of a new gold mine
is the cause.
Suggestion: A grand vizier of Caruskand
comes to ask your wisdom, incognito.
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• Human populations. It’s good to have
about two active, non-dominated human
populations in the dragon’s area. More
than one provides opportunities for
conflicts you can use in framing scenes.
More than two may spread the narrative
too thin, especially when the dominion
grows big as well. They should be
culturally a bit different (but still clearly
part of the location of the same cultural
stereotype), to make the distinction

between them, and it should show in
how they and their buildings (on the
map) look.
• Non-human mortal population.
Because of the Origin Myth, humans
rule the world, but to keep the world a
magical place, other peoples should be
present as well. It’s good to have one
population, in a weaker position or
hidden away, clearly different from the
human populations, to provide more
material for framing scenes.
• An animal population. Mainly to
provide color and potential food for the
dragon, but if you decide to use a
legendary
animal
(a
talking,
stereotypical
portrait
of
animal
character), this might become more than
just that.
• A mythical monster. Often the main
challenger for the dragon’s claim for the
territory. Tougher than mortals.
Examples of cultural stereotypes, by terrain
type:
• Mountainous: Incan, Tibetan,
Airbender

• Rivers: Mississippian, Egyptian,
Mesopotamian
• Cold: Viking, Eskimo, Skyrim
The point is to be not historically/culturally
accurate, but to provide a clear image
without the need of extensive descriptions.
Clichés are your friends as long as they are
not overdone. The better image the players
have of the environment, the more ready
they are to use it in their own narrative.
You might also want to weigh in the
duration of the game: in a one-shot, a popculture world has a more powerful imagery,
but it could be difficult to extrapolate how
such a culture evolves in time. A real-world
culture may be less interesting initially, but
you probably feel more comfortable
narrating a thousand-year leap in time in a
game spanning several sessions.

In addition to magic, the dragon’s color
determines a certain change in the nature,
causing the mundane peoples to adapt,
move, or possibly die. This happens in the
course of decades and centuries.

• Sea and islands: Polynesian,
Phoenician, Viking, Greek, Earthsea

• Red: hot and arid, rocky and sandy
deserts, savannas

• Steppe: American Indian, Chinese,
Mongolian

• Green: extremely lush, jungle,
aggressively growing nature

• Desert or arid: Arabian, Babylonian,
Fremen

• Blue: very wet, islands and oceans, lots
of rain, flooding lakes and rivers

• Woods: Celts, Slavic, Generic middleage mid-Europe, Wookiee

• White: cold, snow and ice, stunted
vegetation, arctic nature

• Jungles: Aztec, Thai, Zulu, Na’vi

• Black: Mordor, swamps and decaying
nature, hostile wasteland
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When you narrate the first scenes, slip in
some references to the nature (e.g., “people
are saying this is the coldest winter ever”
for white dragon) first, and after several
scenes begin to make concrete changes in
the map, such as trees growing for green,
beginning to wither for red or decay for
black.
Often the DP will choose colors
corresponding with the environments they
describe for the lair. In these cases it is
important that the nature is not in the first
scene too much like what it should turn into,
to allow for gradual change.

Practical advice
• Make it obvious that you are all fans
of the dragon. This is likely not an
issue with the groups with more
experience from narrative games and
games without a game master, but when
you have a beginner DP, they might be
accustomed to thinking the narrator
(who is in most games the GM) as a
kind of adversary that they should try to
best and be wary of. Even after reading
these rules and instructions, a person’s
habits are easily stronger than what they
know they should be doing. Facilitate
trust: do not antagonize the DP, and
support their dragon’s story, especially
when playing an enemy.
• Encourage the DP to play the
dragon. Use the trust to make the
dragon awesome. The DP should not
feel the need to think tactically. Use
your narrative to tell the dragon’s story
like the DP wants it, however shortsightedly or socially obliviously it
means.
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• Ask for details when you don’t have
a good one in your mind immediately.
When you invent something unexpected
but can’t explain it right away, or
otherwise see a problem with your own
ideas, ask a SP to give an explanation.
• When asking, define your question
narrowly and add a ‘why’, even if that
means focusing in something quite
random at the time. I.e., “what are the
patterns in the NPC’s clothes and why”
or “why is the NPC scarred to face”
rather than “what is the NPC like”.
You’ll find out that narrow focus
inspires others to invent broad narrative
that would have never occurred to you.
• Ask the DP for details about
trophies. Where they are, what are they
doing, have they changed somehow, and
so on. This limits their use somewhat
(don’t overdo it), but also makes the
world more living when they are not
just words on the paper but have some
fictional content attached to them.
• Use the map. Show every important
change in the world on the map. It is the
main thing about the world everyone
sees all the time, so use it too much
rather than too little.
• Change the focus of your ideas, the
limits for your improvisation. If you
think only in terms of a story about a
dragon, the basic knights, princesses,
wizards, and dwarves are quickly used
up. The limits you set for your
improvisation help you improvise, but
also make you repeat yourself if you
always limit it the same way.

• Think of how the society works, and
use the less obvious parts in
narrative. Where does the food and
weapons come to the knight? What kind
of obligations the princess has? What
does the wizard have to do to use the
magic - where do the ingredients, tools
come from? Bring out some miners,
foundrymen, coal burners, brickmakers,
cooks,
millers.
Set
up
trade
negotiations, boring royal balls, the
wizard taking a nap while gathering
deathroot.
Narrate
unofficial
cooperation between knights from rival
kingdoms, guilds for other things than
thieves and warriors, secret societies
and scholars’ reading circles. It makes
the world much more lively when you
come up with people, events, and things
that others did not think of, especially if
they are associated with something that
can be drawn on the map.

• Add major elements in new scene
suggestions. Don’t just drop major
changes to the world (gun-wielding
invaders? undead army? a natural
catastrophe?) in mid-scene narrative,
but hint at them in a scene suggestion or
ask directly about them between turns,
giving the DP the opportunity to
embrace them to their wish list or reject
them.
• Throw in some seeds for future
scenes when you narrate. It is easier to
come up with ideas for next scenes if
you already refer to or describe
interesting things on the background
during previous scenes, trying to get the
SPs pick them up as a part of their
scouting duty. Even if the dragon player
does not write them on the wish list, a
thing already mentioned might work
better than one completely new.

• When a situation has been solved
once, don’t bring it up again. Nothing
flattens the feeling as the nullification
of
previous
achievements
by
resurrecting a solved issue. Invent a
completely new angle to the issue if you
want to return to it.
• Make the world an interesting
playground. Give the dragon player
lots of material they can sink their teeth
in. Create situations with interesting
decisions. Offer opportunities (with
catches) as often as you threaten
something the dragon already has.
Make the dominion interesting to
control - trouble and unexpected twists,
but not rebellion after rebellion.
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The main job of all the SPs is to provide
input when the narrator (or, more rarely, the
DP) asks for it, and to play NPCs when
assigned mid-scene. In addition, there are
two separate jobs that are taken care of on the
side: connecting the dots and scouting. While
the DP focuses on playing the dragon as a
dragon and the narrator on guiding the scene,
the SP can take a step back and see things
with a wider perspective and use that for the
SP jobs.
As the SP has more time to think without
being currently active, they can listen and see
where the narrative could use some color,
and add that to their input to make the world
a living place. In practical terms:
• Make every NPC and location a
living thing. Describe the NPCs,
locations, and other things with detail.
Use story seeds and examples in the
narrator’s section. If you are a visual
player, think how the situation would
look in TV. Describe light and sound
effects, especially when someone is
using magic, but don’t forget to add
touch, taste, and smell.
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• Make the world surprising. Narrator
should rely more on clichés because
they help everyone getting on with the
scene; the SP, who only fills in for
elements less important for the scene,
should aim to often deviate from that in
order to keep the world surprising.
Change the NPCs’ gender, age, race,
appearance, personality, belongings,
and abilities from the obvious ones.
Invent why things are not as expected,
and go along with that. Others will pick
up the narrative if you run out of ideas.
• However, make the world more
varied, but do not break it. The
narrator has begun describing the world
with a certain image in their mind, draw
from those descriptions and add things
that don’t change the whole premise. If
there are orcs, there can probably be
dwarves or elves - but revealing that
orcs are twisted corruptions from elves
might change the premise too much.
• Leave the big changes, creations,
and revelations to the narrator. When
you are the SP, support. When you want
to create and make changes, suggest a
scene to do it as a narrator.

While following the play and providing
input, the SP should also have time to invent
scene suggestions related to the current play.
The general instructions for that can be found
in the narrator’s section, but the SP has time
to pay attention to two extra points that they
can use for their next suggestions:
• Connect the history and the present.
The role of the narrator changing all the
time may make the narrative
fragmented. While following the others’
play, the SP has the opportunity to
consciously find elements in what has
happened and what is happening that
could be tied together somehow.
Examples: an NPC, item, or location
reappears in a following scene,
probably much later, still affected by
what happened earlier; an NPC from
one scene is a relative to, a colleague of,
secretly conspiring with, a successor to,
or hears about an NPC from another
scene; the knowledge or a rumor about
what happened previously serves as a
trigger for the new scene.

During the scene, the SP’s job is to scout for
two things in the narrative:
• cool fictional elements appearing in
the game that someone might want to
add on the wish list, and
• cool fictional elements that could be
there but that were not narrated (but
could be used later).
After a scene, before moving on to next
player’s turn, the SPs share these with the
other players. The purpose is to provide
feedback and highlight details that might
have been missed otherwise.

• Connect the dragons’ corners. There
is little or no interaction between
dragons in HBD, but the world gets
more interesting if the dragons are
obviously in the same world. The SP
should note which elements could
connect the corners and make use of
that in their own scene suggestions
later. Examples: rivers, seas, and
deserts, stories traveling with people,
cultural influences, parts of large
empires, magical effects, legendary
creatures traveling or affecting different
lands.
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Each new session after the first changes the
age. This might be a couple of decades,
centuries, or even millennia in the world.
The dragon’s default die size increases by
one, which means that issues she encounters
also increase in size. Below are examples of
ages the game might go through in four or
five sessions.
Dragon
Age
Start of civilization Young

Die size
d6

Antiquity

Adult

d8

Medieval times

Elder

d10

Renaissance

Ancient

d12

Steampunk or
industrial

Primeval

d20

Obviously the world changes from one age
to another. How? The whole point of HBD
is to come up with interesting answers, but
there are some guidelines for what kind of
narrative should and should not be
suggested for scenes when describing a new
age. Remember, though, that the Legacy
determinants take care of two changes: how
violent and dark the world will be, and how
magical or mundane the world will be.
These should have a profound effect on the
dragon’s corner.
Don’t simply take away what has been
established before. Especially when you see
that the player likes a particular story
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element, put it into the suggestion that you
intend to change it, so they have a chance to
assess it whether they want to risk your idea
of change.
Obtained permanent trophies are present in
the next age in some form. Often not in the
exactly same form - for instance most
mortals die in course of years - but
something that is a legacy from the original
one, replicating the original functionality
while possibly changing the appearance.
The corner reacts to whatever the dragon
has been doing. In general, destroying and
fighting something means that this thing is
weaker in these lands, helping people and
creating things makes them stronger, and so
on. That’s the general rule, but if it is a good
element otherwise (and if the DP has not
specifically intended to destroy or help them
flourish in the sense that going against the
general rule would be taking away the
dragon’s achievements), it’s sometimes
better to go against that and make those
enemies stronger in the expense of others,
or to have those the dragon helped be in
trouble.
The nature itself reacts to the dragon’s color
and deeds. In addition to mortals and other
creatures changing because of the dragon,
the environment also changes (See pg.41
Dragon’s colors and the nature).
The change should be proportional to the
dragon’s actions. In general, the larger effort
the dragon makes, the bigger the changes in
history - but again, sometimes going against
that makes better narrative.

The Legacy determinants
Don’t read the exact numbers before you are
at the changing of ages in your game!
The determinants from the previous session
define much of what the dragon’s corner of
the world is like. The determinants in
extremes may also leak into other corners,
so that on the edges of one dragon’s map are
seen the effects of the neighboring dragon’s
determinants.
The number of Scars determines Darkness,
or how dark and violent the future age will
be. This should affect what kind of NPCs
and events there are in the world, and also
the narrative style describing the world.

The number of unique magical creatures
(e.g., phoenix, vampire, titan; not members
of magical species) on your Menu
determines Mundaneness, or how much
magic has left the corner.

1. No scars, and at least once you have
passed taking a scar; i.e. accepted a
setback without resorting to Destroy =
optimistic, happy, utopian corner,
leaking to other corners

1. 0, and you have created or helped
creating some more = magical locations
and creatures are abundant and nonmagical mortals are often physically
subjugated

2. No scars = somewhat bright corner, no
extra darkness

2. 0 = magical locations and creatures
live side by side with the non-magical
mortals

3. 1 scar = clearly dark streaks (like
individuals, organizations, or locations)
standing out
4. 2 = darkness taking over, but not
winning yet
5. 3-4 = few beacons of brightness (like
individuals, organizations, or locations)
in a generally gritty corner
6. 5-6 = no brightness in the dark
corner, leaking to other corners
7. 7+ = completely apocalyptic,
seriously spreading all over the world

3. 1-2 = magical locations and creatures
are rare and mostly try to keep to
themselves
4. 3-4 = one or two magical locations at
most, magical creatures actively hide
5. 5-6 = no magical locations, magical
creatures flee your corner and ones in
other corners feel the effect
6. 7+ = no magical locations or creatures
in your corner and those from other
corners actively abhor it; your own
magic dwindles and cannot do major
effects anymore
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Director

In case you rather play with one game
master than a different narrator each turn or if you want to play spontaneously when
others are not familiar with the rules - the
director rules allow the more game-masterlike role for one player. The downside is
that the director does not get to play a
dragon, and creating most of the narrative
by themselves can be quite demanding for a
very vaguely defined world.
Knowledge of the rules is a must for the
director, but when beginning the game, it’s
not necessary for others to read the whole
book. If others have not read the rules,
obviously the director should guide the play
and do arbiting of rules, like a game master
would.
Game roles - the narrator: Instead of the
narrator being chosen by their scene
suggestions, the director - who does not
have their own dragon to play - acts as the
narrator for all other players. However, it is
important to note that the focus is still the
same: the narrator creates the narrative for
the dragons, not as a challenge for the
players.
Game roles - the DP: The role is the same,
every other player than the director taking
their turn in playing their dragon.
Game roles - the SP: The main job of the SP
remains, but connecting the dots is mostly
the director’s job. Scouting can be used, if
the director chooses to later use scene
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suggestions (see below); otherwise the
explicit recounting of found cool elements
is not done at all, although the director
should suggest them to other players when
they see them.
Implicit scene suggestions: The job of the
director may get very demanding creatively,
when one person has to come up with new
scenes and actively play them all the time,
because there is practically no PC
interaction during which the director could
take a break like in most RPGs. This can be
mitigated by using the scene suggestion
system implicitly: by slowly beginning to
ask for scene suggestions whenever the
director feels out of ideas.

Dragon vs dragon
If you insist on fighting some dragon-ondragon battles, I guess I can’t blame you that does sound pretty cool. The problem is,
it easily derails the game to constant
battling, which is not intended as the focus
of the game. But if that’s what you want…
here are a couple of extra rules for dragon
vs dragon conflicts.
The advantages, trophies, vigor, and raises
work like usual. However, when the DP (of
the current turn) chooses the approach, the
other dragon player always has the option to
change to a more violent one. Both dragons
can use rerolls, so this can take a while.
The winner cannot take the other dragon’s
trophies as her own, and of course the
dragon herself cannot become a trophy. The
location of the conflict is automatically
damaged, as are any physical trophies used
in the conflict.

Alternative goals

New archetypes

If the given goals do not support your
stories and world, after fulfilling one goal
each player may write their own goal on the
list of the current DP. After that, each time a
number of goals equal to number of players
is fulfilled, new goals can be written.

The Hoarder collects treasure like no-one
else, focusing the game on how to gather
more of it, how its legend spreads, and how
to protect it from those who can’t resist its
lure. The Hoarder’s dominion is the hoard not only the physical pile of gold (or
whatever it happens to be for you), but the
tributaries that contribute to it, the legend it
creates, and the kingdoms and adventurers
that can’t think of nothing else than the
legendary Hoard. The Hoarder gets
automatically an ancient enemy, for
instance, of the race whose home you
conquered for your lair in the First Age. You
still can’t name your dragon Smaug, though.
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Some ideas that have been popping up, but
couldn’t make it into this demo version of
the game. Support HBD to see and play the
Final Battle and the new archetypes!

More content for past and
future
The return of the Usurper gods and the Final
Age. When the dragons change the world,
the gods do not simply yield, they actively
collect their power - their worshippers and
magical creatures and locations they have
poured their power in - in order to stop
them. In the Final Age, the gods bring out
the Avatars, and the final battle for the
world decides the fate of the world!

The Destroyer follows the stereotypes in
countless digital games where the dragon
intends to destroy the world. The
Destroyer’s dominion is the wasteland, the
physical and spiritual destruction laid to the
mortal lands. She has abilities to raise the
dead and make the dominion a
necromancer’s dream. The Destroyer
specifically has a goal to increase the
Darkness of the next age.

History is a new trophy list: a list of short
snippets relevant to the dragon’s life that
can be used as trophies. Some of them are
simply recounts of what has happened in the
game, but snippets may be added there
about the time before the game - defining
already existing relationships to, e.g.,
ancient allies or enemies. The origin story is
the first one.
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The Champion sees great potential in the
mortals and chooses to protect and guide a
particular people, the chosen, her dominion.
The Champion can found the Dragonrider
Knights as the guardian of the chosen for
the times when she is sleeping the Long
Sleep.

More diverse content
Characteristics goals give the dragons the
choice to make characteristics deeper and
get more of them, with additional benefits.
Baby dragons from little dragon eggs, and
how to deal with them when they become
teenagers and want to borrow your most
precious trophies.

Designer notes
What the hell was I thinking? Detailed
reasoning for rules and design decisions.
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Heavily influenced by Apocalypse World
(by D. Vincent Baker) / Dungeon World (by
Sage LaTorra and Adam Koebel), Trollbabe
(by Ron Edwards), and FATE Core system
(by Leonard Balsera, Brian Engard, Jeremy
Keller, Ryan Macklin, Mike Olson, Clark
Valentine, Amanda Valentine, Fred Hicks,
and Rob Donoghue).
Original inspiration from Choice of the
Dragon (by Dan Fabulich and Adam StrongMorse),
https://www.choiceofgames.com/dragon/
Other influences: FTL (digital game), J.R.R
Tolkien and Weis & Hickman (obviously),
Jackson’s Tolkien movies,
Thanks for playtesting and discussions:
Olli, Miika, Antti, Olli-Kalle, Karri, Ville,
Santeri, Janne, Joonas, Ari-Pekka, Jaakko,
Jonne, Sanna, Kaj, Teemu, Sami, Eero, Eero,
Tommi, Markku, Heikki, Jenni, Miska, Antti
and those people whose names I don’t
remember who were at my demo sessions at
Ropecon 2011-2012.
Special thanks to Maija, Kirsi, and Olli for
proofreading and comments, and Eero
Tuovinen for encouragement, help, and
insight.
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